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Meet-a-German 2018: Summary of Classroom Sessions 
 

„Presented about my way from Germany through Fulbright to the USA; what I studied, where 

and why. Discussed differences in culture, especially Halloween; as an only recently phenomena 

in Germany - especially south and east Germany. I brought a friend from Germany who was 

visiting along, and we got Spekulatius cookies for everyone.“ 

 

„As per the advice by the class teacher: making the presentation personal and telling about 

myself - introducing myself and showing my life so far in pictures while using the topics coming 

across for showing some aspects of German life and culture.“ 

 

„I had a session with: - a history high school class: I talked about things Germany is famous for, 

famous and nice places, the food but also the history, which of course was of high interest to the 

students, especially the question of how Germany deals with its history and how it is taught in 

class. At the end I gave out some Toffifee and Ritter Sport chocolate. - three first grade 

elementary classes together: I showed them for kids interesting places like the Neuschwanstein 

Castle and the Miniatur Wunderland. I also taught them a few German words like Hallo, Mama, 

Papa and the expression ich liebe dich. They were very excited and asked for many more words. 

Every kid asked at least one question. At the end I gave out some Haribos.“ 

 

„Introduce oneself in German Map of Germany Students' ideas about famous German Artists 

and Companies Video about scenic places Short German history Video about German music 

Funny long words in German…“ 

 

„I. My background 2. Student interests, experience and familiarity in Germany 3. Highlights of 

my Fulbright Year 4. Played a Jeopardy game that I created to review what I had presented 5. 

Questions and Answers…“ 

 

„Talking about basic German history, my own German background, how my own parents were 

refugees - why my family gave things to museums e.g my mom' s schoolbooks are now at the 

Wende museum, and how important is is to reflect on history - as a filmmaker, as a young scholar 

in any field you are in! How it feels, that you never met your grandfathers, because they died in 

the war. I also pointed out that Hollywood is going Global - and with the support of Studio 
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Babelsberg, I was able to show their recent showreel in front of the class. After that the students 

were full of questions....and so excited!“ 

 

„I introduced myself as the visiting student and the Fulbright Committee as the organizer of the 

event, gave two short presentations on two sights in Berlin that connect German and American 

history and answered questions regarding the presentations as well as with respect to any other 

topic relevant to German culture.“ 

 

„What-do-you-know-about-Germany Quiz as an icebreaker. Some history background about 

German Unity 3) Prepared facts and some info about Germany as a backup if there are not 

enough questions, but after the first student asked a question we were able to fill the entire 

lesson just with a dialogue about Germany and Europe at all - some were more interested in the 

trivial stuff (Autobahn without a speed limit, legal drinking age, etc.) whereas others had quite 

specific questions about emigrating to Germany (immigration/work authorization laws, 

universities, if there are Bundeswehr opportunities for non-citizens, how it is possible to claim 

citizenship via grandfather laws etc.).“ 

 

„At first, I was in a class with older students (around 16 years) where we just chatted about 

Germany and they asked me questions. Many of them had been to Germany or have even lived 

there for a while. It was there at the end of their class and we spend around 20 minutes together. 

The next class was with younger students (13-14 years old) and I spent the whole session with 

them. I had prepared a powerpoint presentation about Germany which included facts, culture, 

food, sports, the German school system and more. This classroom session was very interactive, 

the students asked multiple questions on each slide and also about topics that I had not 

included on the slides. They were very motivated and interested. A few students even sang a 

German song to me which children sing for "St. Martin", namely "Ich gehe mit meiner Laterne". It 

was fun for all of us and a huge success!“ 

 

„There were two speakers at my session. Both of us were Americans who did Fulbright 

fellowships in Germany. We each gave a short introduction to our time in Germany and about 

our experiences as Fulbrighters. We talked some of the things that we found surprising or 

different about living in Germany. We talked about some regional differences in language and 

culture, a bit about the political system and history of Germany, what it's like to go to the doctor 

and pharmacy in Germany and how that is different from here. The students were very inquisitive 

and asked many questions. It was a fun and informative exchange for everyone and the students 

seemed even more interested in Germany than they had been before.“ 

 

„I had a display of some German school supplies. Since I am a TK teacher at the same school, 

the students already knew me. They were very curious to hear about my childhood, growing up 

in Germany. I utilized your provided slide shows and updated them with some pictures and 

information of my own. I hosted groups between TK and 5th grade. I tailored each presentation 

to the age group. The older kids learned altitude more about WW2, the separation and 

unification of Germany. The younger ones learned more about everyday life. The kids were very 

curious and had a lot of great questions to ask.“ 

 

„I gave a Google Earth tour of where in Germany I had lived, with some context about how 
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different the cities are. Trying to show there are big, medium, and small towns in Germany, too. 

Answered student questions about Germany, study abroad, language learning, and showed 

pictures of everyday surprises and life. I invited an alumnus of Elizabethtown College to join me 

(he studied for a year in Germany and is a successful attorney) so we could provide a range of 

experiences with regard to traveling and studying in Germany. Also, we were able to discuss 

how study abroad and international experiences can benefit one's career.“ 

 

„Starting with a map of how Germany looked like around 1850, I talked about the fairytales 

collected by the brothers Grimm (that many US kids will know, if not under their "original" 

names), how they collected the tales, and German language (such as how you can create new 

long words by sticking words together). Then I went on to talk about my home town, Berlin, and 

US support post 1945: The Berlin airlift, the Berlin wall, and how the wall came down - with the 

first checkpoint that was opened in 1989 being around the place where I live in Berlin. I 

illustrated this content by video sequences of three famous speeches by US presidents 

delivered in Berlin: Kennedy 1963, Reagan 1987, and Obama 2013, and some personal familiy 

memories related to those events.“ 

 

„I gave a brief interactive talk about German history & culture: -Grimm's Fairy Tales -Gummi 

Bears -Christmas in Germany -continual discovery of WW II bombs -display of the national flag 

(Germany & U.S.) -compare/contrast German & U.S. public education (especially children their 

age) -brief German language lesson (especially German words commonly used in English) * 

During Q & A there were questions about contemporary public memory of the Holocaust & 

National Socialism. There was also some discussion about Germany's culture of recycling which 

was viewed very favorably and as being "ahead" of the U.S.“ 

 

„The presentation was a modified Pecha Kucha format with a greater focus on pictures than text. 

The students then presented to other classrooms in the afternoon what they learned from the 

Meet-a-German morning presentations.“ 

 

„I brought in pretzels and apple juice for the activity at the end... First I gave general information 

about the Fulbright program (history, what scholarships/opportunities are offered) and shared 

my own Fulbright experience in Germany. Since the students are older (8th graders) the teacher 

wanted to put such opportunities on their radar screen for after high school/college. I then 

discussed the meaning of 3. Oktober - reunification, Berlin wall coming down, etc. I explained 

the history (WWII, etc.) and showed pictures of "east vs. west" including Trabis, 

Ampelmaennchen, Plattenbauten, usw. Then we did an activity: I had brought in several Euro 

coins and bills, the children "purchased" glasses of Apfelsaft and Brezen using those - some of 

the children were the "Verkaeufer" and had to make change.“ 

 

„I visited along with another Fulbright scholar - first she spoke about the Fulbright program and 

her time in Germany, and then I spoke. It was mostly remembering what Germany was like when 

we were there, and especially going over the geography and history of Germany.“ 

 

„I presented a PowerPoint designed to help students prepare for a visit to the Wies'n in Munich. 

We did introductions in German. I spoke a little about my family background and my experience 

living in Germany. Then, we watched the brief Power Point provided by you on German history 
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and politics. We did a map exercises using the Goethe Institute's materials that were provided in 

the materials.“ 

 

„October 3rd was an early release day at Melrose Highschool. Instead of 55 minutes we had only 

35 minutes in each class. We (Nina Weymann and I) started with a brief presentation about 

Germany's geography, then continued with showing our hometowns and Tuebingen, our home 

university, on the map. We created collages to present something about us (hobbies, favorite 

food, ...). After that, we did a presentation on German Unity Day. During the last 7-10 minutes, 

students could ask questions about the presentation, Germany in general or “private” questions 

(e.g. what we miss most about Germany).“ 

 

„I'm meeting with 3rd-6th graders who take German classes on Saturdays at DANK Haus 

Chicago. Since they already have language skills, I'll be speaking with them in German about my 

experience living and teaching in Dresden. We'll do a memory game matching vocabulary 

words to pictures I printed out.“ 

 

„I used my own presentation to talk about German history/reunification in the context of Tag der 

deutschen Einheit. I used the meet--a-german template to talk about myself, asked the students 

questions about themselves and then they used the 'Das bin ich' flag template to fill it out and 

hang in the classroom I did this for 6 classes.“ 

 

„General Quiz about German words, culture and politics on a basic level. Brief presentation 

about some background on German history after 1945 and about the background of "Tag der 

dt. Einheit". Short activity to get to know more facts about Germany in general. Time for 

questions.“ 

 

„My daily life in Berlin in 2009-2010; teaching at the Kennedy Institute at FU. 2. - 5 min. overview 

of German History in 20th century (especially Cold War; Reagan; Mauerfall) 3. - "12 Interesting 

Facts About German Culture & Life" (everything from Gummi Bears to soccer and Christmas 

Markets to the occasional unearthing of WW II era bombs) 4. - Overview of some differences 

between German education system and American (especially Gymnasium and the college-track 

as well as the autonomy of German children who travel by themselves to/from school on public 

transport, etc.) 5. - Language Games A. 5 Common German Words Used in English (I gave 

students hints & they guessed). B. "555" (I slowly taught them how to say this number in German. 

Most American find this humorous).“ 

 

„The presenters talked about their own histories briefly, then we talked about the significance of 

the date (3. 10.), the history of Germany's division, and the steps towards reunification 

(Mauerfall, etc.). We talked about our family's histories with specific respect to the East-West 

divide, travelling across the border, etc. There was time at the end for students' questions.“ 

 

„I was requested to speak about the Fulbright program specifically and why I applied to go to 

Germany, so I spoke about my personal history with / love of Germany (living there as a child 

when my dad was stationed there with the Army, doing a family exchange in highschool, 

studying abroad my junior year in college, and then my year as a Fulbrighter and the Fulbright 

organized internship that followed).“ 
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„I am talking about my personal connections to Germany (my father is German), my family's 

emigration, how I got interested in the Fulbright, what it is, my applying for a grant, living in 

Germany, and the wonderful, life-changing experience I had. I will show the students photos, a 

flag of Hamburg, my Fulbright certificate, and other props.“ 

 

„First thanks for all the materials on your website. It has helped me a lot for creating my 

presentation. In my presentation I will talk about basic facts of Germany (EU, capital, federal 

states, population,...) and give a brief insight into German history (reunification date of course) 

and politics & government (Bundestag, Bundesrat, chancellor, president). Moreover I will talk 

about the German education system and German culture ("the land of poets & thinkers", food, 

holiday traditions like "Karneval", soccer and curiosities of the German language like "Umlaute" 

and compound words as „Donaudampfschifffahrtskapitän.“ I will present some facts about 

myself like my town of origin (Hannover) and my current hometown in Germany (Münster). After 

my presentation I have planned a Q&A session." 

 

„I wanna talk about Berlin today. I would like to talk about some sights, the big sport teams in 

Berlin and a little bit about the history. I want to talk about the split city and the wall and the 

difference between east and west.“ 

 

„I brought a book about my home country with me, that I will show to the students. They can ask 

me any questions that they have." 

 

„I am planning on talking about Germany in usual. I am going to use a slide show that got 

provided for me. I am also going to talk a little bit of myself and my hometown. At last 

everybody that wants to participate is going to play a German game that name is Ja-/Nein- 

Ratespiel." 

 

„I'll be presenting a "Munich & Oktoberfest 101" for my students. We'll be discussing what to 

wear, how to get there, what to eat, what to expect, and how best to plan. We'll also talk about 

the other sights worth seeing in Munich/Bavaria.“ 

 

„I am going to do a quick language lesson to break the ice--i.e., teach them how to introduce 

themselves. Then I will use some PowerPoint slides based on the materials prepared by Fulbright 

to do an interactive presentation on Germany. I'll close by letting them "ask me anything" about 

Germany, then teach them how to say good-bye in German.“ 

 

„I am bringing some props to show students what german students use in school: Schulranzen, 

Maeppchen, Schreibheft, Rechenheft, Schultuete, etc. I also adjusted some of your power point 

presentations to meet my students needs. I am including some history for the olders students, 

and more hands on experiences for the younger ones. I am also copying some of the hand outs 

for the students to use at home.“ 

 

„Firstly, I want to introduce myself. Depends on the class level, I will give different topics about 

cultural aspects over sport events, sightseeing and history. Moreover, I want to give the students 

a feeling and an inside view that the German culture is much more than German beer, German 
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sausages and Octoberfest. For higher classes, I want to introduce our University culture and the 

European system going into an job, which differs drastically from the American system 

(academia and apprenticeship).“ 

 

„First I will meet a Highschool history class. I already found out that they will be interested in the 

2nd WW, how Germans feel about the history, how we see it and how we get along with it. I will 

prepare for that but I will also talk about the system nowadays, the „Autobahn“, problems we 

have in our country, famous food of our country, the diversity and the relationship between 

America and Germany. After that I will meet an elementary class. I will try to get some German 

food for them, I might teach them some German words and show them the landscape. 

Furthermore I might introduce some German games I played in my breaktime when I went to 

high school. Thank you for your help and effort.“ 

„A short overview about Germany including the following points: - Geography / Landscape - 

European Union - October 3rd - Day of German Unity - food, music, sports, everyday life - 

politics and economy - school and university 2. Some classroom activities / games - Quiz about 

Germany - Memory - Connect german words with pictures (for beginners) - space for some 

questions about Germany 3. After 3 or 4 classroom visits a presentation for all interested people 

in school“ 

 

„First of all the German teacher at the high school, Julia Li, and I have agreed that I will give my 

presentation on Oct. 1st because she has another native German Fulbrighter coming to present 

at her school on Oct. 3rd. Furthermore, when I agreed to do the presentation I noted that I am 

away at a conference beginning Oct. 3rd, but I wanted to participate. I am a two-time student 

Fulbrighter (1990-1991 - ETA + 1994-1995 - Research). Currently I am a German professor at 

Eastern Michigan University as well as the campus Fulbright adviser. We just had a 2017-2018 

ETA alumna return home to Ann Arbor for several months, and she and I together are going to 

give a presentation on the advantages of doing a Fulbright in Germany. We are visiting two 

classes for only part of the period, one a beginning class, and the second a senior advanced 

placement class. Regarding materials I would like to use the Goethe Institut "German Map with 

Pictures" pdf which you have provided online.“ 

 

„I have prepared my own powerpoint presentation about Germany. I would like to tell the 

students interesting facts that are related to their interests and ages. I would also like the session 

to be as interactive as possible by asking questions and let them ask questions anytime. I asked 

the teacher about what her students would like to learn about and she said they are interested in 

the Gymnasium/ German school system and leisure activities of German students. Also, I 

included a video of 99 Luftballons with English subtitles, I will introduce German famous people 

as well as singers/ bands and examples of German TV. Basic facts will be included such as 

German food/ drinks, geography and history.“ 

 

„We are going to discuss notions of national pride in the German and American contexts. This 

will involve an examination and critical comparison of two specific national symbols (the flag and 

the national anthem) in their respective contexts. This analysis will then lead to a discussion/ 

comparison of the Fourth of July and Tag der deutschen Einheit as national holidays, including 

typical activities and emotions associated with them.“ 
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„I would like to talk about German celebrations, especially Christmas and Karneval. I would like 

the students to compare the German and American way to celebrate Christmas and increase the 

awareness of cultural differences, e.g. the Christkind vs. Santa Claus, but also similarities. If 

students of other religions are in class, I will encourage them to tell us something about their 

most important celebration of the year. In addition, I would like to talk about the pagan origin of 

German customs.“ 

 

„I'll be planning essentially the reverse of my "Welcome to America!" lesson from my time 

teaching at a middle school in Germany. It will include basic information on daily life, some 

photos from my time there, a brief German music clip and some information on how to stay 

involved in German at UW-Milwaukee.“ 

 

„I will present to two separate 8th grade German classes (40 minutes each), both of which have 

been taking German since 7th grade. I will begin with an explanation (in English, but with some 

German words included) of the 3. Oktober "holiday", as these children have not yet covered 

WWII, modern European history, the Berlin wall, etc. in history/social studies and are unfamiliar 

with the significance of German reunification. After this, we will talk about something they likely 

ARE familiar with: Oktoberfest. I will be wearing a Dirndl, and bring Brezen und Apfelschorle. 

The teacher and I will supply the children with real Euro bills and coins, and we will have them 

"purchase" their pretzel and juice IN GERMAN to practice numbers and experience what this 

foreign currency looks like. There will likely also be Schokolade und Gummibaerchen as well :-).“ 

 

„I have put together a PowerPoint based upon the Fulbright materials and my own materials. 

Also, I'm inviting an Elizabethtown College alumnus who spent significant time in Germany so 

students can hear another perspective as to how Germany and international education was a 

benefit to their education and career.“ 

 

„I am certainly not new or a special guest to Northampton Area High School, as I have been a 

German teacher at the school for 9 years. I plan to talk about the Fulbright program and my time 

in Germany as a Teaching Assistant at the Pestalozzi Mittelschule in Großschönau, Sachsen, 

Germany from September 2001-June 2002. I have a slide show presentation of pictures from my 

year, including pictures of the school building, classrooms, and school events that I attended. In 

addition to my presentation, we will introduce the German Club to our GAPP exchange program 

that we have with the Freiherr vom Stein Schule in Gladenbach, Hessen, Germany and will hear 

from several students who participated in our GAPP exchange last year. Additionally, another 

student of ours at the high school will also give a presentation on her current experiences with 

the Goethe Institut's Study Bridge program.“ 

 

„I am presenting to 3 different grades with different presentations. I will be talking about the 

German school system to my 7th grade class. I will talk about my experience with Fulbright and 

my time in Germany with my other two classes. I will have them try to make Schultüte in some of 

the classes.“ 

 

„I used to give a presentation to schools in Germany about the US. I am planning to do the same 

thing but in reverse. I usually ask the kids for things they think of when they think about Germany 

and then I talk about each one. We'll do that, and also do the same thing for what Germans tend 
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to think about Americans/America.“ 

 

„I am visiting the class with a friend who spent a year abroad at my home university. We will talk 

about different perceptions of Germany and America from the perspectives of a German and 

and American student. We may include a trivia game to make the lesson more interactive. 

Additionally, we want to encourage the American students to participate in the school's 

exchange program with a German high school next year.“ 

 

„I have coordinated with the German teacher about what she prefers I present on, and it looks 

like I will be giving my biography as well as sharing stories about my experiences living, 

studying and working abroad in Austria and Germany, with the intention of getting students 

pumped up about opportunities that are available to them by studying German.“ 

 

„Will be presenting to 2nd graders with my wife: Introduce ourselves, hand out map of Germany 

and have students mark important landmarks/cities/museums etc. which we will show on 

projector and talk about, use presentation about seasons (use German words and have students 

guess English word). Since we just spend a year in Germany we will use a lot of our own pictures 

and stories about what we experienced. We will finalize presentation/activities with teacher, Ms 

Edgar, to make sure its appropriate for age level and time allotted.“ 

 

„I will talk about my education in Berlin and Hamburg, my research and adventures in East Africa 

and Germany, how languages can open doors to all areas of study (esp for the 3rd and 4th 

graders I will speak with in English, for the older students it will be in German), and a bit about 

where I am from.“ 

 

„I was a foreign exchange student in Germany my senior year of high school. I'm going to talk to 

the students about high school in Germany (the different schools, why it matters which one you 

end up going to, etc), how teenagers live, home life for Germans (it varies based on the family, 

obviously--I lived with 3 so I can offer a balanced approach), and broader culture. I'm going to 

talk about differences between American politics and German politics and how Germans are 

less likely to take politics personally the way Americans do. I have pictures from my exchange 

and will look at your resources to see what I can add to fill out the entire time.“ 

 

„After communicating with the teacher I decided on giving a brief presentation on the political 

system in Germany. Since German GAPP students who had visited her class earlier had never 

talked about the political system and since one of my majors is political science, this appears to 

be the ideal topic. I will introduce the students to some general differences between the 

American and the German political system and give them a general overview of politics in 

Germany. Knowing that this might be rather boring to many students, I plan on engaging them 

into a discussion, asking them about what they know / associate with Germany etc. Finally, I'd 

like to talk about my personal experiences on cultural differences between Germany and the US. 

Germany Fulbright reflections, German composers, and singing in German with the Cleveland 

Orchestra.“ 

 

„I will be bringing 2-3 German students from VCU (some here on exchange, others degree 

seekers) to the high school to talk about German culture and give a short presentation. The 
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school will be providing a traditional German breakfast as well!" 

 

„There is a 1st year German class where I will basically just answer questions and have short 

interactions in German with the students. In the sessions with the 3rd and 4th year students, I will 

give two short presentations on historical landmarks of Berlin that tie German and American 

history together and answer questions: a) the Tempelhofer Feld and the air bridge, b) the 

Teufelsberg and the NSA building.“ 

 

„Showing pictures of my hometown and cultural events and providing the students with typical 

German songs or dialects. The students should write their most important stereotypes on small 

cards or post-its so that we can talk about the veracity of common stereotypes. Presenting the 

school life of a German high school student to the American students.“ 


